
WUTHERING HEIGHTS AND THRUSHCROSS ESSAY

Never have two more opposing places existed than Thrusscross Grange and Wuthering Heights. Wuthering Heights is a
dwelling characterized by fiery emotions, primal passions, bitter vengeance, and blatant evil. Emily Bronte includes
these two places in the Romantic novel, Wuthering.

Such characteristics create a feeling of alienation in the house. For example, women were expected to grow
and aspire The setting helps to describe aspects of the novel in greater depth. Earnshaw dies three years later,
leaving Hindley and his wife Frances to inherit Wuthering Heights. This chandelier and candles fill the area
with a soft light that is replaced by natural light during the day. The atmosphere at Wuthering Heights mainly
shows the rejection towards outsiders. The other house is occupied by residents on the same opposite side. The
Wuthering Heights and Thrushcross Grange estates are also effectively used to reflect the certain types of
people who reside in them. Thrushcross Grange is lower down the valley, closer to civilisation and has a
gentler and more cultivated atmosphere. Hathcliff is abused and is very similar to Edgar compared to warm
and fascinating Grange. Although they lie within miles of each other, they are two very different places.
Summoning his servants to defend him, Edgar possesses a certain power over Heathcliff. This point is
strengthened when Heathcliff and Cathy spot Edgar and Isabella fighting over a puppy, finding amusement
while caring nothing for its life. She was very influenced by the organized comportment in Thrushcross
Grange. The young Lintons Edgar and Isabella are very spoiled and often childish, however they are well
behaved. This allowed for more freedom and expansion into emotional intensity. The old furniture hastily
organized in cramped rooms, the chairs high-backed and primitive in design and old guns hung over the
chimney make Wuthering Heights an unwelcoming home. Although both estates are wealthy, there is a
definite difference in class between them and this bears greatly on the characters from both estates ability to
socialise with each other. It is well enclosed and protected, which symbolizes the calm and comfortable scenes
that usually happen inside its walls. Thrash Mountain Villa reflects civilization, peace, order, but Uzzering
Heights is associated with passion, nature, and elements. The novel is largely predicated on organization and
temporality, and therefore, neglecting to adequately address both aspects Thrushcross Grange, in contrast to
the bleak exposed farmhouse on the heights, is situated in the valley with none of the grim features of
Heathcliff's home. In the novel, Bronte shows us how both houses serve as residences of families with
different ways of socializing. Through these two settings, Emily Bronte shows the element of romanticism
through the return to nature. Lockwood and Ellen "Nelly" Dean. Residents of Thrashing Mountain Village are
even higher while residents of Wuthering Heights are residents of the working class. Never have two more
opposing places existed than Thrushcross Grange and Wuthering Heights.


